
 
 
Artists, you can afford to enter! VERY GOOD NEWS...as long as Gallery 140 is 
closed or until the money runs out, 2020 LVAC minimum artist memberships and a 
$5.00 fee for administration of submissions will both be paid by a Las Vegas New 
Mexico Community Foundation (LVNMCF) Grant. No charge to you! 
You retail 100% of sale of art. 

 
Two Calls – One Theme 

 

We want to share your isolation experience, connect artists and art lovers, and 
help you sell your work. 
 
Dab Art Co. director and curator in chief Yessíca Torres recently wrote about the 
importance of art and artists in a turbulent time. Her mission is ART IN THE TIME OF 
CORONA™.  Click here to read the essay and consider that call. 

These two lines made the biggest impression on us.  
“Our hope is to unite viewers and help them find the sanctity, comfort and inspiration 
needed to heal a world in turmoil.” 
“We are hopeful as a company and as members of our respective communities, that 
when current mandates and quarantines are lifted, our resilience as artists will be the 
foundation for social unity.” 

Las Vegas Arts Council (LVAC) board members have been planning these two artist 
calls for months, but Torres’ words helped us clarify them, and the grant from LVNMCF  
made them possible. 

Call #1  “Creating in Place” Phone Videos  

Create short phone videos under 5 minutes long that show your process while hunkered 
down in isolation at home. Help the community see artists living and working “in place.” 
Using time-lapse is an option. 1 hour = 5 minutes 

Studio tours may also be included, but the human element is essential.  
Minor editing support will be available. 
These will be posted on Facebook and uploaded to our website. 

CALL #2 “Six Degrees of Isolation” (Juried Show) 
 
Your completed work should reflect an artist’s interpretation of isolation and/or the 

https://www.dabart.me/art-in-the-time-of-corona


 

pandemic and communicate a visual understanding of your experience over the last few 
weeks.  

Work must have been completed after 3/1/20 and may be any media. 
 
* Entries will be photographs of the work; maximum size of the image must be 1200 
pixels or 12.5 inches, cropped without matting or frame. 
Sculpture must be photographed against a neutral background. 
 
**Submit images electronically with Name of Artist, Title of Work, original size, price or 
NFS.  A statement may be included but is entirely optional. 
 
These will be uploaded to an online Marketplace Gallery where they will be for sale. 
While the gallery is closed, sales and arrangements for delivery will be handled entirely 
by the artist who will retain 100% of the sale. Interested buyers will email LVAC, and we 
will forward the information directly to the artist. 

BOTH CALLS #1 and #2   
 
You will be notified by email if your work has been selected.  
 
Participating artists must be LVAC members and release all rights to the image of the 
work or video if selected for publication. 

If selected, these will be posted on the LVAC Facebook page, Instagram, and available 
on our website at least through May, and potentially longer. 

*** Please send your 1. name, 2. mailing address, 3. preferred phone number, 4. email 
address, and 5. the media site URL for the link that will be used on our website, see the 
member artists list (here). The URL may link to your website, Facebook page, 
commercial gallery, or email address. Please also include your medium, discipline, 
format or field.  You may either use the membership form and mail it in, email it, or just 
include the information in the body of your email entry. 

****This is the 2020 online gallery Artist Agreement.  Review, sign, and return. 
 
YOU NEED TO send image of work*, send info** for sale, send info*** for membership, 
send signed artist agreement****. 

Videos and image entries should be sent to lvac@lasvegasartscouncil.org. 
 
If you have any questions, email lvac@lasvegasartscouncil.org. 
 

 

http://lasvegasartscouncil.org/2020partners
http://lasvegasartscouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/2020-Special-Artists-Half-Page-Membership-Form-Rev.pdf
http://lasvegasartscouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Artist-Agreement-Online-Rev.-5-9-20.pd
mailto:lvac@lasvegasartscouncil.org
mailto:lvac@lasvegasartscouncil.org

